
The FBI deadline for 2021 crime data is March 14,
2022. By this date, agencies should achieve

certification and submit 12 months of 2021 data.

The FBI does not publish data from agencies unless

it receives a complete year of data; it also

suppresses “questionable data.” As Justice

Assistance Grant (JAG) funding is tied to crime

reporting, agencies that do not submit a complete

year of data may be ineligible for federal grant

funds. Since there have been numerous changes to

the reporting requirements, please submit

remaining data as soon as possible to make sure all

incidents/arrests are compliant. All errors and

warnings, when the warnings identify a data quality

issue, should be corrected and resubmitted in

advance of the deadline. Shortly after the FBI

deadline, the Iowa UCR program will publish 2021

crime data via Crime In Iowa, the web-based

reporting site available to the public.

Agencies that have not yet certified should do so

no later than February 28, 2022. Agencies achieve

certification after submitting three consecutive

months of data with an error rate under four

percent (within two or fewer submissions). This

process, outlined in the Iowa UCR Program Policy

Manual, helps assure the receipt of complete and

accurate crime data by the Iowa UCR program and

FBI. Crime data from agencies that have not

satisfied the certification requirements may be

excluded from state and national publications.

Agencies that believe they have met the criteria

should contact the state UCR program. 
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2021 Data Deadline Hate Crime Reporting 
 As part of the transition to I-CRIME, the

Iowa UCR program restructured how it

collects hate crime data. Data Element

8A=Bias Motivation is now fully NIBRS

compliant and a value must be reported

for all offenses. The bias motivation alone

determines if an offense is considered a

hate crime - if the value is anything other

than 88=None or 99=Unknown, the

offense is designated as a hate crime.

The value of 88=None should be used

when there's no indication of bias.

Agencies should only report

99=Unknown when there's ambiguity

surrounding an offender's motivation. 

Agencies should periodically review

reported hate crimes using the Hate

Crime Incidents Report available in the I-

CRIME Report Center. The Iowa UCR

Program User Manual and Iowa UCR

Hate Crime Data Collection Guidelines

and Training Manual provide additional

information related to hate crime

reporting. 

Per program policy, and to comply with Iowa Code

692.15, agencies should submit monthly crime data.

Data from the previous month should be

submitted by the 15th day of the current month

(i.e., February 2022 data is due by March 15, 2022).

Agency submission guidelines are available within

the I-CRIME Resources section.

2022 Data Submissions 

Data Quality Checks
 I-CRIME was developed to yield more

complete and accurate crime data. It

includes sophisticated error and warning

checks, but, due to the complexity of

crime reporting, cannot detect all

potential data quality issues - even

following the agency certification

process. The Iowa UCR program and FBI

complete additional quality assurance

checks, and the Iowa UCR program

contacts agencies when it identifies data

quality concerns. Please note, however,

that agencies maintain responsibility for

all reported crime data. 

https://icrime.dps.state.ia.us/crimeiniowa
https://dps.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/administrative-services/uniform-crime-reporting/IowaUCRProgramPolicyManual-March2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/692.15.pdf


The Iowa UCR program conducts regular

homicide audits. As part of the audit, the

state compares homicides known or

suspected to have occurred with those

submitted by agencies. This is an

important effort, as it helps to ensure

that homicide counts are as accurate as

possible - as there are relatively few

homicides each year, even slight

fluctuations in numbers can impact

crime rates.

The Iowa UCR program may reach out to

agencies to verify homicide offenses,

including 09C=Justifiable Homicides.

While justifiable homicides are not

crimes, they must still be reported. As

the audit occurs, please keep in mind

that the DCI does not report homicides.

If the DCI assisted with a homicide

investigation, the primary agency must

report the offense. Also, there are no

attempted homicides for UCR purposes.

Instead, there are completed

13A=Aggravated Assaults. Agencies

should always carefully review submitted

homicide offenses, using the Homicide

Offenses Reporting Guide as a resource.

1220 - Incident Reported with Bias Code 99 or

Unknown

1303 - Larceny with Burglary

1310 - Credit Card/Automatic Teller Machine

Fraud

1441 - Victim had Age Over 98

1501 - Age of Offender Less Than 3

1607 - Offender Sequence Number with All

Unknown Information

Incidents and arrests that contain errors are

rejected by I-CRIME.  Agencies must correct errors

and resubmit incidents/arrests for them to be

added to the state crime database and shared with

the FBI.

Incidents and arrests that contain warnings only,

and no errors, are accepted by the Iowa UCR

program and shared with the FBI.  While the data

are added to I-CRIME, agencies should always

review warning messages to verify the data

elements and values are entered according to the

reporting rules.

Common warnings include:

While this is not an exhaustive list of all warnings,

the identified warnings typically indicate a data

quality issue (i.e., changes are usually necessary

when these warnings appear). When

incidents/arrests are updated to address warnings,

they should be resubmitted within I-CRIME to

make sure the state and FBI receive the most

accurate data.

The Iowa UCR Consolidated Errors and Warnings

document available in the Resources section of I-

CRIME provides detailed information on the errors

and warnings.  This document, as well as the Iowa

UCR Program User Manual, may be used to resolve

errors and warnings.  The Iowa UCR program

encourages agencies to work with the Iowa UCR

program and, when reporting via file uploads, RMS

vendors, to address errors and warnings.
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Homicide Audit 

As always, please contact me with any
questions or concerns.  I can be reached at

loynacha@dps.state.ia.us or 
(515) 725-6251.

Errors and Warnings


